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Abstract:

I(e use a

combined pulse treatment and

impedance measuring system that consists of a signal
generator with a known high output impedance, Zou1, o
measuring device able to measure the voltage applied by

For in vivo conditions, we found that the average
conductivity for the treatment sequence varies inversely
with applied field-strength o= const/E This will result in
the following linear relationship for the efficiency:

the generator and a control and evaluation device used to

h [No/N] i,,i_

control the measurement, evaluate and display the
measured values. ll/e have also used a pulse impedance
system and Nodulus Solanum as a phantom material to
study the ffict of electric pulse treatment at various
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Living tissue is composed of cells, which are
surrounded by a highly electrically insulating lipid
membrane. Between the cells, there is an extracellular
liquid compartment of high electric conductivity. Electrical
DC and low frequency currents are limited to the
extracellular space. With increasing alternating current
frequency the impedance of the cell membrane, decrease.
Electrical impedance readings over a frequency range then

allow separation

of

extracellular space and

membrane themselves.

The

combined pulse treatment

measuring system consists

and

of

the

impedance

of a signal generator with a

known high output impedance, Zor,, a measuring device
able to measure the voltage applied by the generator and a
control the
control and evaluation device used
measurement, evaluate and display the measured values.
In order to simulate the conditions at a real treatment
0,2 ml saline was injected intra muscularly in the thigh of a

to

rat. After 4 min the impedance was measured before and
after high voltage pulse treatment with 8 exponential pulses
of 1200 V/cm and a time-constant of I ms. The results
clearly show a decrease in impedance over the whole
frequency range from 20 Hz to 200Glz. In this frequency
range, the impedance mainly depends on the conductivity
of the tissue. The results from impedance measurements
before and after treatment indicated linear relation between
change in impedance and different number of pulses and of
various time-constant.
For in vitro conditions, we assume that the conduct-ivity
is constant during the treatment session and the efficiency is
proportional to the square of E as follows:
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Thus by using electric impedance over the frequency
it is possible to derive a

interval 300 Hz to 200 kHz

quantity

ID, that can be used for

controlling

the

permeabilization effect of high voltage pulses on tissue.
This concept will be further developed into more precise
dosimetric methods for measuring the conductivity between
each pulse

PULSE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
The pulse impedance measuring system consists of
signal generator with a known high output impedance,

a
a

signal measuring device able to measure the voltage applied
by the generator and a control and evaluation computer
used to control the measurement, evaluate and display the

measured values. Generating an MlS-sequence and
performing an FFT analysis of the measured data make the
impedance measurements. The MLS-FFT analysis is a fast
and powerful tool for obtaining not only the real part of the
impedance spectrum in the tissue but also the imaginary
part.

The control unit triggers the signal generator that
generate an MlS-sequence. The same control unit process
the signal that is simultaneously measured by the voltagemeasuring unit An FFT analysis is then performed to obtain
the magnitude of the real and imaginary parts of the
impedance spectrum.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We studied the effect of various pulse parameters by
using fresh vegetables instead of living animals. It was
found that Nodulus Solanum had suitable impedance
parameters for studying the effect of electrical pulses on
tissue. The results are displayed in the following figures.
In Figure I is shown the effect of electroporation on the

Z. A bipolar pulse has been used in order to
compensate for the polarization effect of the long pulse.
The amplitude was + 125 V and the total length of the pulse

modulus

was 50 ms.
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In Figure 2 is shown the effect of electroporation on the
phase angle in the same experiment.
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Frequency spectra of electrical impedance before
of tissue phantom (Nodulus
Solanum) with various numbers of bipolar square pulses of
l20Ylcm and 50 ms pulse length.

and after electroporation

Figure 3: The ratio of the conductivity in Nodulus Solanum
after and before electroporation after various cumulated
pulse energy.
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Figure 4: Volume of blackened tissue in Nodulus Solanum
Figure 2: Frequency spectra of phase angle before and after
electroporation in Nodulus solanum

By measuring the impedance spectrum after each pulse
we were able to estimate the specific energy absorbed in
each pulse and the cumulated specific energy of the whole
treatment. In an experiment with Nodulus Solanum using20
bipolar square pulses and amplitudes of 60 and 120 V/cm
we varied the pulse lengths as follow: 1.6; 0.8; 0.2;0.1;
0.05 ms. The ratio of the conductivity after and before
electroporation was thus studied after various cumulated
pulse energy.

We found that after a threshold

of

100 Jlkg the

conductivity increased exponentially with specific energy
in agreement to the finding in animal tissue.

as a function of the specific pulse energy.

An unique property of Nodulus Solanum is that the

electroporated tissue blackened after a few hours. By
cutting through the treated area and measure the extension
of the black tissue in 3 directions we were able to calculate
the effectively treated volume In Figure 4 is shown the
volume as a function of the specific pulse energy.

We use Nodulus Solanum as a phantom material to
conveniently study the tissue effect of electroporation at
various conditions. Thus the characteristic of mono-polar
pulses versus di-polar pulses is studied as well as the effects
of various pulse lengths and pulse shapes. By using the
concept

of measuring the impedance between each pulse

delivery we can correlate the result of tissue effects to the
specific absorbed energy that is the commonly used
dosimetry parameter in other physical treatment procedures
such as radiation therapy.
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